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Mature picornaviral proteins are derived by progressive, post-translational cleav- 
age of a giant precursor polyprotein. At least three viral-encoded proteolytic 
activities are involved in the processing. The first cleavage takes place while the 
polyprotein is still nascent on a ribosome. In poliovirus, this event is probably 
catalyzed by peptide 2A, a protein from the middle portion of the genome. Most 
subsequent processing is effected by viral protease 3C, a thiol-type enzyme, 
responsible for eight to ten self-cleaving and autocatalytic reactions within the 
polyprotein. The final proteolytic processing event, maturation of the VPO pep- 
tide, may occur by a novel, autocatalytic, serine-type mechanism, where viral 
RNA serves as proton-acceptor during the cleavage reaction. 
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Although physically among the smallest of positive-strand RNA viruses, the 
picornaviruses are of major historic, economic, and medical importance. The family 
contains a diverse variety of highly virulent human and animal pathogens, which 
traditionally are subdivided into four groups (or genera) on the basis of physical 
properties of the virions (sedimentation coefficient, pH stability, etc). The subgroups 
include the enteroviruses (eg , polio, hepatitis A, and coxsackie viruses) , cardioviruses 
(eg , encephalomyocarditis [EMC] and Mengo virus), aphthoviruses (foot-and-mouth 
disease [FMD] virus), and rhinoviruses (human and bovine). 

In spite of the disparate afflictions caused by these agents, recent advances in 
molecular virology, nucleotide sequencing, and X-ray crystallography have shown 
that all picornaviruses share remarkable similarity in their particle structure and 
genome organization. The virions contain a single-stranded RNA genome enclosed in 
a protein capsid shell. The capsids are composed of 60 subunits, each of which 
contains four nonidentical polypeptide chains [ 1,2]. The RNAs vary in length from 
7,102 bases (rhinovirus-2) to 8,450 bases (approximate size of FMDV-OlK), not 
including the poly(A) tail (50-150 bases) [3,4]. Cardio- and aphthoviruses are distin- 
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guished by the presence of a 5’-proximal poly(C) tract, whose length (50-150 bases) 
and exact location relative to the 5’ end of the RNA (150-400 bases) vary with 
different isolates of virus [5-71. (For reviews of comparative genome structure, see 
refs. [8,9].) 

Translation of viral RNA proceeds primarily from a single strong initiation site 
and produces a giant precursor polypeptide (MW 250,000), representing most of the 
theoretical coding capacity of the genome. The polyprotein is processed in a remark- 
able series of proteolytic cleavage steps to yield mature virion capsid proteins, as well 
as other viral proteins of a noncapsid nature. The map in Figure 1 illustrates the 
characteristic processing relationships [ 101. Among the viruses, the order and rate of 
the processing cascade is very similar, and it has been proposed that sequential 
proteolysis may help regulate all phases of the picornaviral life cycle, from genome 
replication to new particle morphogenesis [ 11,121. At least three viral-encoded proteo- 
lytic activities are involved in these cleavages. While many details remain to be 
determined, it is now possible to assign most cleavage responsibilities to specific viral 
peptides. 

The very first cleavage within a polyprotein takes place while the peptide is still 
nascent on a ribosome and before the sequences encoding the P3 region of the genome 
have been translated. Originally it was proposed that an unidentified “host”-derived 
enzyme was responsible for this event [ 131, but recent work with poliovirus clones 
has shown that viral peptide 2A (MW 15,000) has proteolytic activity and is probably 
the agent that catalyzes the first cleavage within this virus (at the PU2A site). Analogy 
with other protease amino acid sequences suggest that poliovirus (coxsackie and 
rhinovirus?) 2A protease may belong to the cysteine-class of enzymes [14]. The 
demonstrable substrate specificity of 2A seems limited to its own polyprotein, though 
cross-reactivity among different viruses has not yet been rigorously examined. 

Two lines of evidence indicate that cardioviral and aphthoviral2A peptides may 
not be functionally equivalent to that of poliovirus, and that analogous nascent 
cleavage activity for these viruses may be located elsewhere within their genomes. 
First, the 2AB region of aphthoviruses is very much shorter than in entero- or 
rhinoviruses, and sequence homologies strongly suggest that the missing or deleted 
segment(s) correspond to peptide 2A [4,8-lo]. Second, the primary (nascent) cleav- 
age within cardioviral (and probably aphthoviral) polyproteins occurs at a different 
site than in poliovirus (2A/2B, rather than P1/2A) [13,15]. We suspect that the leader 
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Fig. 1. 
sors are illustrated schematically. Peptide nomenclature is according to standard convention [ 101. 

Structure of the picornaviral genome. Viral RNA, encoded peptides, and their protein precur- 
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peptide (L), and/or peptide 2B are alternative candidates for the 2A-equivalent 
function in these viruses, though this hypothesis remains to be tested. 

Most of the remaining cleavages within a picornaviral polyprotein are carried 
out by viral peptide 3C, an extraordinary cysteine-type protease (MW 20,000), 
capable of multiple self-cleaving and autocatalytic reactions within the viral precur- 
sors. Protease 3C catalyzes cleavages within the P1, P2, and P3 peptides to produce 
proteins L, lAB, 1C, lD, 2A, 2B, 2C, 3A, 3B, and 3D, as well as 3C itself [12,16- 
181. It is not clear how the 3C enzyme recognizes or selects the appropriate cleavage 
sites within its polyprotein to produce the cascade. Aside from the processing sites 
within the viral polyprotein itself, the enzyme has no other known natural substrates. 
Our preliminary mixing experiments with polio and EMC, or FMDV and EMC have 
failed to detect cross-processing, using peptides synthesized in cell-free extracts or 
expressed from recombinant cDNA clones (ACP, unpublished observation). The 
specificity is somewhat surprising in view of the similarity among the cleavage 
sequences (Fig. 2). Most 3C-directed cleavages occur between glutamine (or gluta- 
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Fig. 2. Cleavage sequences within viral polyproteins. Representative picornaviral genomes (polio, 
rhino-14, EMC, FMDV-AlO, and hepatitis A) are presented schematically. Proteolytic cleavage occurs 
between the indicated amino acid pairs (4,20,23,24,26,32). FMDV cleavages between tandemly linked 
3B proteins occur at identical EG dipeptides (20-22). Question marks denote sites whose sequence is 
not precisely known, or whose position is suggested by the author on the basis of homologous protein 
alignments. Protease 3C catalyzed sites are shown above each genome. Protease 2A or VPO (IAB) sites 
are shown below the genomes. Sites for which the proteolytic agent has not been specifically identified 
are enclosed in parentheses. 
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mate) and glycine (or serine) dipeptide pairs. The surrounding sequences (not shown) 
have a high frequency of helix-breaking residues, such as proline and threonine, 
which leads to the speculation that protein secondary structure may play a role in 
cleavage site identification. (Cleavage sequences are reviewed in ref. [4]; see also 
refs. [ 19-32]. 

Because of its obvious importance in the viral processing scheme, the 3C 
enzyme is the subject of several current scientific investigations. The enzyme encoded 
within EMC virus has been isolated in an active form from virus-infected HeLa cells. 
DNA plasmid clones capable of expressing EMC 3C peptide in bacterial or eukaryotic 
cell-free translation reactions have also been developed [33]. These systems are being 
used to produce and examine the unique specific cleavage mechanism of the 3C 
protease. 

The final cleavage within picornaviral polyproteins, maturation processing of 
the 1AB peptide (also called VPO), is not catalyzed by 3C or by 2A. These reactions 
are observed in vivo only during the final stages of virion morphogenesis and are 
probably concomitant with RNA association with large capsid assembly structures 
[34]. Figure 3 diagrams the capsid region processing cascade and the parallel capsid 
assembly intermediates that are generated at each cleavage step. An agent responsible 
for VPO proteolysis has never been isolated, but recent crystallographic resolution of 
rhino and polio capsid protein structures has allowed renewed speculation on the 
nature of this event [1,2,35,36]. 

Within each capsid subunit of these viruses, the side chain of a VP2 (1B) serine 
residue is positioned near, and points directly toward the carboxy-end of its homolo- 
gous VP4 (1A) peptide chain. In rhinovirus, these amino acids are linked by a 
hydrogen bond [36]. Aspartate and arginine residues are located near the serine, and 
an adjacent beta-pleated sheet (beta-Al/beta A2) helps orient and stabilize the entire 
region. Figure 4 illustrates the relevent portion of the rhinovirus VP4-VP2 structure. 
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Fig. 3.  Capsid region processing and assembly. The capsid region processing cascade and accompa- 
nying morphogenic assembly steps are illustrated schematically. The “S” values (5, 14, 80, and 135) 
refer to approximate sedimentation coefficients for particular structures [8,9]. The L-PI-2A + P1-2A 
step occurs only in cardio- and aphthoviruses. Cleavage of P1 from the polyprotein is catalyzed by 2A 
in entero- and rhinoviruses. 
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Fig. 4 .  Structure of the VP4/VP2 cleavage site. The amino acid sequence and probable conformation 
near the cleavage site between VP4 and VF'2 of rhino-14 are depicted schematically. The complete 
structure is described in ref. [2], the rhino-14 sequence is from ref. [32]. 

The spacial arrangement evokes analogy to the active site conformations found in 
normal serine proteases such as trypsin and chymotrypsin. (For reviews of serine 
protease structures, see refs [37-391.) However, while these enzymes usually also 
have a proton-accepting histidine residue located near the active serine, this feature is 
completely missing from the viral structures. The histidine-equivalent position in the 
serine protease-like active site is instead occupied by viral RNA, packaged inside the 
capsid (that area behind the Fig. 4 structure). We postulate that during virion assem- 
bly, the RNA may act in place of histidine, accepting protons and thereby helping to 
catalyze VPO cleavages [2,35,36]. 

The phenomenon of VPO cleavage is believed to be universal among picorna- 
viruses. Even hepatitis A, in which the putative VP4 peptide is only 23 amino acids 
long, probably still undergoes maturation processing [ 19,401. A proposed mechanism 
for VPO processing must therefore be compatible with and accountable for any 
differences (sequence or structural) among the viruses. The protein sequences of 
many picornaviruses are now available [19-321. The strains share a striking degree 
of sequence and structural similarity throughout the entire capsid region, but the 
homology is particularly strong near the amino-end of VP2. Figure 5 shows a small 
segment of a computer-generated alignment, representing the VP4/VP2 junction from 
17 viral strains. According to all structural considerations, the aligned residues should 
hydrogen-bond in orientations exactly analogous to those of rhino and polio, forming 
congruent beta-A1 /beta-A2 structures [ 1,2]. Thus, the overall conformational ar- 
rangement near the VP4/VP2 junction is probably common and characteristic of all 
picornaviruses , an important requirement for the serine protease-like model of VPO 
cleavage. 
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Al ignment  of VP4 Sequences 
(COOH end o n l y )  . . . (COOH) 

FMDAlO TtnTQnndwfSklassafTgl fGAlLa 
FMDA12 TtnTQnndwfSklassafTgl fGAlLa 
FMDOlK TtnTQnndwfSklassafSgl fGAlLa 

EMC Ttv.QfsnlfSg.aVnafSnml.PlLa 
Mengo T.YgQfsnllSg.aVnafSnm1.PlLa 

HAVChi GiF.4 .. tvgSg lD  ... h.. i lS. .La 
HAVHm175 GiF.4 .. tvgSg lD ... h.. i lS. .La 
HAVCr326 GiF.4 .. tvgSg lD ... h.. i lS. .La 

P o l i o l M  SkFTE.....PikDVlikT...APmLn 
P o l i o l S  SkFTE ..... P i k D V l i k T  ... SPmLn 

P o l i o 2 L a  SkFTE ..... PikDVl ikT.. .APtLn 
Po l i o2S  SkFTE. .... PikDVlikT...APmLn 

P o l i o 3 L e  SkFTE ..... P lkDV l i kT .  ..APaLn 
P o l i o 3 S  SkFTE.....PlkDVlikT...APaLn 

CoxB3 GkFTE ..... PvkDImikS.l..PaLn 
Rhino2 SkFTD ..... PvkDVlek.gi..PtLq 

Rhino14 SkFTE ..... PvkDLmlk.g..APaLn 

A l ignment  of VP2 Sequences 
(NH2 end o n l y )  

(NH2). . . 
dkKtEettlleDRIlttrnGHTTsTTQsSvgvtyGYS 
dkKtEettlleDRIlttrnGHTTsTTQsSvgvtyGYS 
dkKtEettlleDRIlttrnGHTTsTTQsSvgvtyGYA 
dqNtEemenlSDRVsqdTaGNTvtnTQsTvgrLVGYG 
dqNtEemenlSDRVsqdTaGNTvtnTQsTvgrLVGYG 
diEeEqmiqsvDRtavtgaSyfTsvdQsSvHTaev.G 
diEeEqmiqsvDRtavtgaSyfTsvdQsSvHTaev.G 
diEeEqmiqsvvRtavtgaSyfTsvdQsSvHTaev.G 
spNiEa.cgySDRVlqlT1GNSTiTTQeAaNSVVAYG 
spNiEa.cgySDRV1 qlT1GNSTiTTQeAaNSVVAYG 
spNiEa.cgySvRVmqlT1GNSTiTTQeAaNSVVAYG 
spNiEa.cgySDRVmqlT1GNSTiTTQeAaNSVVAYG 
spNvEa.cgySDRVlqlT1GNSTiTTQeAaNSVVAYG 
spNvEa.cgySDRVlqlT1GNSTiTTQeAaNSVVAYG 
sptvEe.cgySDRVrsiT1GNSTiTTQecaNvVVGYG 
sptvEa.cgySDRIiqiTrGDSTiTSQdvaNA1VAYG 
spNvEa .cgySDRVqqi T1 GNSTi TTQeAaNAVVcYA 

bbbAlbbbbbbA2bbb 

Fig. 5.  Sequences near VP4lVP2 cleavage sites. Amino acid sequences near the VP4lVP2 cleavage site 
for 17 strains of picornaviruses have been aligned by computer analysis [ 19-32]. Gaps (. . .) have been 
inserted into the sequences to maximize homology among aligned residues. Upper case letters denote 
positions where a majority of the sequences share homology. The bottom line (bbb) shows beta-Allbeta- 
A2 amino acids of rhino-14 [35]. Serines (S) in boldface are putative catalytic residues. 

The hypothetically active serine residue at the amino terminus of the hairpin is 
found only in coxsache B3, EMC, Mengo, the polio strains, and rhinoviruses. 
Hepatitis A (HAV) and foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) do not have a serine at this 
alignment position. Instead, the first VP2 serine residue in FMD is part of a Gln-Ser- 
Ser-Val sequence, which is common also to the hepatitis A strains. The equivalent 
rhino-14 sequence, Gln-Glu-Ala-Ala, is spacially located at the carboxy-end of the 
beta-Al/beta-A2 structure. In other words, each of the 17 sequenced picornaviruses 
displays a serine residue at either the extreme carboxy- or extreme amino-end of the 
VP2 beta-hairpin. We believe these amino acid positions (boldfaced in Fig. 5 )  would 
be functionally equivalent in a proteolytic mechanism. A serine in either position 
could potentially catalyze VPO cleavage, since the processing site between VP4 and 
VP2 would always be in direct proximity of the side chain. 

The adjacent aspartate residue (amino acid 11 in rhino-14), which is character- 
istic of serine-protease reactive sites [37-391, is highly conserved in its position and 
orientation among the viruses. Several other nearby amino acids are also common to 
all sequences (VP4: Leu-67, VP2: Glu-5 Arg-12, Gln-26), suggesting that these too 
may play a role in the catalytic mechanism or formation of the reactive environment. 

However, proton-accepting histidine residues are not conspicuously located near 
the potential cleavage site in any picornavirus. VPO processing in vivo takes place 
deep within a maturing particle, inaccessible to external agents and contiguous only 
with the packaged RNA [1,2]. This has led to the speculation that RNA, or ions 
associated with the RNA, may supply this required function [2,35,36]. 

Study of the maturation cleavage has, until now, been hindered by lack of an 
appropriate in vitro system capable of studying the activity. We have recently discov- 
ered that addition of certain small diamino compounds to cell-free reactions pro- 
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grammed with EMC RNA results in the apparent cleavage of VPO into VP4 + VP2 
[36] .  Hydrazine and ethylenediamine were the only tested compounds to induce this 
in vitro effect. Monoamine reagents such as methylamine, ethylamine, propylamine, 
hydroxylamine, and semicarbazide were inactive in our experiments. Presumably, 
hydrazine and ethylenediamine have “catalytic” activity in vivo because they can 
function as a viral RNA would in vivo, serving as strong proton-acceptors during 
VPO catalysis. The mechanism by which diamines, but not monoamines, can replace 
RNA in these reactions is completely unknown. We hope in the future to develop the 
in vitro system into a sensitive assay for genetic manipulation experiments, allowing 
closer study of the required elements for VPO processing and the serine protease-like 
hypothesis. 

The overall picornaviral proteolytic cascade is a distinguishing feature of these 
viruses. The work cited above has helped to define the scheme and to clarify some 
mechanistic elements by which proteolysis may contribute to regulation of the viral 
life cycle. It is interesting to note that all identifiable cleavages within a polyprotein 
are catalyzed by viral-encoded sequences, 2A (L or 2B?), 3C, and VPO. No required 
cellular components seem to be necessary for this process. At least, none have yet 
been isolated. Enzymatic self-sufficiency is undoubtedly an advantage to a pathogen 
and may explain, in part, why the picornaviruses can efficiently infect a wide range 
of hosts with such obvious success. 
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